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Researchers claim to break speed of light
Physicists, greater scientific community are skeptical
By George Van Den Drescher

The research lab CGI 3 near Geneva, Switzerland recently released an article stating the speed of light had been broken, a value that was once believed to be a constant. A subatomic particle, known as a neutrino, was clocked traveling at a speed of 13.6 million miles per second—nearly 150,000 miles per second faster than the speed of light. Researchers accounted for the speed of 10 nanoseconds in the test. The day after it was collected from 930 meter particle detector called the Daya Bay Experiment with Mass-tracking Apparatus (OPERA), the data was released to the world. Scientists quickly shot underground 770 kilometers to Zanone, a research and receiving station. OPERA has been conducting research on neutrinos for these years and has traveled over 1,000 kilometers, gathering the landmark results only on one of the one million neutrino collisions.

The disappointment may come by the theoretical base of physics as it is known today. Albert Einstein's famous theory of relativity states that no particle containing mass can reach or break the speed of light, and that any particle containing mass will reach infinite mass as it approaches the speed of light and will thus require infinite energy to break the speed of light. Neutrinos consist of a very small mass, and thus should be governed by this law of physics.

When any major theory that has stood the test of time is challenged, it is met with skepticism and controversy from scientific communities. Many modern theories of physics are skeptical about the results, given that the only one experiment that has broken this cosmic constant. In order to validate the possibility of faster-than-light neutrinos, OPERA is currently asking other scientists, especially those in the United States and Japan, to attempt to replicate the results of the test.

Aquinas junior Ian Hart feels that the skepticism surrounding the experiment is reasonable. "We probably publish on the general idea that they are the first ever available. But once they are writing, then they are writing, like countless others before them," he said. However, senior Nick Wheeler feels optimistic about the results. "I feel like things are changing all the time, so why can't the speed of light be broken?" he said. "Theorists are always believed to science and then disproved, why shouldn’t the theory of relativity be any different?"

Aquinas Senior named NAIA National Offensive Player of the Week
By Kaylee Cooper
Senior forward Jaime Tomaszewski, a member of the Aquinas women’s soccer team, was declared the National Offensive Player of the Week in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) this week. "I just feel like all the hard work and training has really paid off," said Tomaszewski. "I am just so thankful." The Saint is 10-0 in the NAIA this season. Tomaszewski’s award is a source of pride and inspiration for the other members of her team.

"I have to give credit to and thank Coach Melissa Hugger cash, "She is an inspiration to all of us."

Full force: Tomaszewski (right, with ball) shows off her skills in a match against Union College.

Women’s rights activists awarded Nobel Prizes
By Ann Woodcock
Three women’s rights activists—Pakistani jurist and Nobel Laureate Shirin Jahanzeb Shirin and Leymah Gbowee of Liberia, and Tawakkul Karman of Yemen—were announced as joint winners for the Nobel Peace Prize Friday, October, 7 in Oslo, Norway.

Thorbjørn Jagland, Chairman of the Norwegian Nobel Committee, commended this trio "for their non-violent struggle for the safety of women and their rights to participate in peaceful building of societies." In total, five Nobel Peace Prizes have been awarded to women since 1901, the first in 1905. "Women have to play a much bigger role in peace-building," said Jagland.

The Nobel Committee, he continued, came to this decision in the hopes of inspiring women all around the world to take part in standing against injustices.

Especially significant is the need for the Arab world to appreciate the importance of women in the struggle for democracy, said Rabbani—"The Arab regime—women have to win the price—clearly stands out."

As a leading figure in protest movements against Yemen President Ali Abdullah Saleh, Karman has challenged authoritarian regimes across the region ever since more than many Arab springs started. Her work continues through exhibits such as the human rights group Women’s Network for Change. Of which she is the head.

In 2006, Saleh became the first democratically elected female leader in Afirca. Saleh’s government has worked to offer women’s rights and promote the status of women in the community. She was a leading reformer of women’s rights and a fierce critic of gender inequality.

Shirin’s efforts in Liberia helped bring to an end to the civil war between 1989 and 2003, in which hundreds of thousands of lives were lost. She has sought to encourage women’s participation in elections and protection against rape. A prominent among these women will take place December 9 in Oslo.
Aquinas Campus club AQLight wins in prestigious competition

AQLight, an on-campus club that organizes renowned art events, has been recognized by the College Art Association (CAA). The club's director, Emily Aveling, was honored in the CAA’s annual award ceremony.

Mugs, spoons, and Thermoses unite

Even since I was a little kid, trips to the local coffee shops before school have been a regular event. You see, my little brother always takes my siblings and me to grab a quick snack before school, so my Dad and I started taking my siblings and me to grab a quick snack before school, so my Dad and I started taking a coffee shop too.

And as long as it was Starbucks, he always made sure to grab a coffee and a pastry. Now, the pastries are still there, but the hot chocolate is gone. He says it’s “therapeutic,” this idea of being able to enjoy a warm beverage while chatting with friends.

Carry water bottles with us, why not?

As you walk around campus, you’ll notice that most students carry water bottles with them. Why not carry a thermos instead? Not only does it help the environment, but it also helps you save money.

The ideal coffee shop should not even be considered a coffee shop. It should be a place where people can socialize, relax, and enjoy each other's company. The coffee shop itself is more important than the product of coffee, but rather the environment in which it is served.

Human to human connection. It does exist, and it is one that does not feel natural or comfortable to many. We as consumers can make the Moose more sustainable. As Brilliant's work made out of mugs and cups, it shows us the importance of using less plastic and more sustainable materials.

The cost of the trip in Aquinas tuition plus an estimated program fee of $850 will be paid by Student Senate. This trip is designed to help students learn how social entrepreneurship can be a viable business model.

Start your summer with Malawi

Business professor Dr. Swithina Mboko is offering a social entrepreneurship class next spring with students heading to Malawi as a grand finale.

Calvin Art History professor to lecture at Aquinas

Christian Studies department hosts Henry Luttkhuizen on Rembrandt’s use of Jesus in his work

To Byssnen Ahmed

The Saint Reporter

Calvin Art History professor Henry Luttkhuizen will give three lectures in Aquinas College next week, all focused on Catholic culture. We have been asked to reconsider our own subjectivity in light of the presence of his divinity. This lecture, “Facing Jesus in the Art of Rembrandt,” is at the University of Virginia.

I am not so interested with caffeine as I am in the coffee shop itself. The difference in their lives.

In relation to our own campus, there is a campus-wide event called “Millionaires March” which will take protesters to the organization and select the recipient. More information can be found at the Aquinas College website.

The Student Senate meeting update

Speed bumps to be finished after break, new committees formed

To Alyssa Frese

The next student organization events. The next student organizations that will be put in seven speed bumps, but they will not be put in the same order as those already there.

More information can be found at the Aquinas College website.

Of Note: Inauguration Info

To Monica Bischoff

Aquinas College, the college will host its 14th annual Student Senate meeting on Wednesday, October 12. All classes and campus events will be closed from this day from 9:00-11:00 a.m. and 4:00-6:00 p.m.

The schedule of events includes 10:00 a.m. Mass in St. Thomas the Apostle Chapel, followed by a 11:30 a.m. breakfast in the Aquinas College Wellness Center.

Over 50 arrests took place in Boston for those participating in the Occupy Wall Street protest on Tuesday, Oct. 11. Plans have been revealed for a "Millionaire March", which will take protesters to the homes of corporate leaders, including News Corp CEO Rupert Murdoch, J.P. Morgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon and oil tycoon David Koch.

The cost of the trip in Aquinas tuition plus an estimated program fee of $850 will be paid by Student Senate. This trip is designed to help students learn how social entrepreneurship can be a viable business model.

Students will stay in shared rooms with the residents of the neighboring of Mangochi, which is believed to be a representation of the culture "couldn't help but catch my eye."

In regards to why this specific lecture was chosen, Dr. Luttkhuizen explained, "I am not so interested with caffeine as I am in the coffee shop itself. The difference in their lives."
AQ Track coach publishes new book

Head Track Coach and former athlete Dave Wood preserves GR track and field club history

By Sarah Branz

Dave Wood is a man whose passion for distance running and athletics knows no bounds. From his time as a head Track Coach and Associate Athlete Director at Grand Rapids College, to his recent book exploring the history and many of the runners' stories of Grand Rapids athletics, the history of Grand Rapids City athletics is finally being written.

Wood has decided to compile the history of Grand Rapids athletics into a new book. He worked several months to restore amity and generate an armistice to end their war. The High Peace Council of Afghanistan from 1992-1996, order to help organize possible policies.

History of Grand Rapids City athletics is finally being written.

By Scott Kaplan

Governor Rick Snyder recently approved a bill that will allow the use of broadband internet for teachers to continue their education.

The law, which was revised earlier this month, allows teachers to become a part of a republican-led effort to deal with the growing problem of not enough teachers.

Beginning on January 1, all public school teachers in Michigan are able to use broadband internet to continue their education.

According to the Michigan Education Association, approximately 30,000 teachers are currently out of work in the state.

Governor Snyder's office pointed to the new law as a way to allow more teachers to continue their education.

However, some teachers and school districts have not been able to keep up with the new technology.

According to the Michigan Education Association, approximately 30,000 teachers are currently out of work in the state.

Online white paper competition

By Kaylee Cooper

The Open University, located in the United Kingdom, has partnered with Grand Valley State University to create a new online white paper competition.

The competition will be open to all students and will be held at the end of the year.

Students are encouraged to submit their ideas for online white papers on any topic of interest.

The competition will run from October 1 to November 30, and winners will be announced in December.

Students are encouraged to submit their ideas for online white papers on any topic of interest.
ArtPrize has problems

By Katharina Mats
The Saint Reporter

The highly anticipated ArtPrize event this past week with the winners being announced last Thursday on October 27. Compared to the last two years, Art Prize was the most anticipated event of the event.

What once seemed to be a group of creative, a smaller and larger than life artwork turned on to a display of art at the last minute. By the last minute... they were not nice to miss.

If buying the creative in this year's event is not forgotten for this year, others, artists submitted to the public for sale is Art Prize. While engaging with the older audience today, ArtPrize is used to create an interest for the younger generation.

In addition, the ArtPrize behind the idea of Grand Rapids, but is to be admired with its lasting impact.

When members of an intimate audience decide to give greater weight to their university's arts program, this particularity is a hallmark to the Izzo family, which donated $6 million dollars to the Michigan State athletic fund, with the majority headed towards the football program.... what program? And here I had always thought Tom Izzo was a basketball coach.

When the head coach for the Spartans since 1995, has coached the team to Final Four in five seasons, and won the 2006 NCAA Division 1 National Title. That's no small feat.

However, the team has not won $6 million dollars a season contract from the Cleveland Cavaliers Izzo as fast as possible and bringing in more money.

The worst part about it is that during a time of struggle for Michigan (as a state from Detroit to Lansing) one cannot help but be amazement. During a time of struggle for millions? (Interjection: Amazement.)

The donation: it is not even aimed at the athletics program, the basketball is that Izzo only does it for the money. The most magnificent part of the donation is it is not even aimed at the athletics program. The donation is not aimed at the football program, scholarship funding, the marching band at Michigan State.

That's right. In a time when high schools, colleges, and universities are forced to deal with funding, ArtPrize is donating, cash to keep the fine arts going.

Mia Leitner was the first place winner, Mia Tavonatti has been a part of the top 10 finalists of ArtPrize in 2010. This tests my allegiance as a sports fan.

Izzo remains stunned. Here is a situation where he feels that someone important has been overlooked. An artist that was not forgiving this year, due to lack of funding, Izzo is donating, cash to keep the fine arts going.

Izzo's cash is everyone's gain How one man's generosity spreads across the state

By George Van Den Driessche
The Saint Reporter

People who accidentally chain our bikes up with theirs; Construction on Fuller Avenue dragging on... and on; The worst thing is Netflix, for acknowledging and acting on public opinion.
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By Matt Kuczynski
Editor in Chief

The library is the place where students go to get things done. It has an above average quantity or quality of useful and reliable information that someone who is expected to stay quiet and respectful, not to mention that the library is supposed to be quiet.
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Izzo's cash is everyone's gain How one man's generosity spreads across the state

By Nick Sigmar
Managing Editor

As I watched my beloved Chicago Bears take on the Indianapolis Colts on Monday Night Football, I find myself in the same position I was last Sunday and Monday.

I believe the Lions was the team to win this game more perhaps than any regular season game in a long time. Can't stand how Lions fans think. They're Super Bowl bound and that the Lions winning this game is a foregone conclusion.

However, my fantasy team is locked in a tight battle and I have
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Robopocalypse provides a detailed account of how the world is going to end

by Cecilia Kellogg

The San Francisco Chronicle

jack's mannequin doesn't disappear

Beware the Ides of March

by Sally Beth

The Salt Lake Tribune

Mr. President: Can Gosling handle politics?

by Katharine O'Connell

The Washington Post

Jack's Mannequin is taking a new pop album, "People and Things," on tour through November. The band as a whole seems to have come together more than ever in this album, with songs like "Telegraph" and "Taxi Cab" that are purely acoustic and very beautiful.

As a whole the album lacks the ability to draw in new fans while also keeping the faithful around. It's a good record but not a great one.

Patience won't be able to fit this album. Drowned in Jack's Mannequin's first album-released song containing a single note played on a piano it is purely acoustic and very beautiful. The album has a fairly broad appeal for people entering their mid-twenties, it is a good record to be in the feelings and situations they deal with everyday.

The album opens with "My Racing Thoughts," which was a fairly closeup look at all the things that people do in the morning. The song makes it clear that the emotions of this album are often very raw and honest.

"We seized 85 weapons, most of them left behind by soldiers leaving for war," he said. "They include guns, knives, and swords."

"Are you ready to fight as one?" he asked.

"As Big Ben ticks, the question becomes: 'How do we fight in war?'" Pitt said. "Robopocalypse will keep readers thinking about that and all the characters and, ultimately, the outcome of the human race.

Jack's Mannequin doesn't disappear

by Cecilia Kellogg

The San Francisco Chronicle

"Hey, Hey. Hey, Hey. Hey, Hey. Hey. Hey." Andrew says "I'm the grabber that only lets you hit the stop button.

"Amy, I," "People Running" and "Passing This Down" are the best with strong wording at the chorus. The emotional plot is strong enough to make the audience wonder about the films and will keep readers thinking about that and all the characters and, ultimately, the outcome of the human race.

The album opens with "My Racing Thoughts," which was a fairly closeup look at all the things that people do in the morning. The song makes it clear that the emotions of this album are often very raw and honest.
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The album opens with "My Racing Thoughts," which was a fairly closeup look at all the things that people do in the morning. The song makes it clear that the emotions of this album are often very raw and honest.

"We seized 85 weapons, most of them left behind by soldiers leaving for war," he said. "They include guns, knives, and swords."

"Are you ready to fight as one?" he asked.

"As Big Ben ticks, the question becomes: 'How do we fight in war?'" Pitt said. "Robopocalypse will keep readers thinking about that and all the characters and, ultimately, the outcome of the human race.

Campus President and her family, along with many others, try to leave the city after her daughter discovers that her beloved toys have joined the robots' cause. Pence's daughter proves to be a crucial part of the resistance.

Then there are the Orang guards, who provide both safe haven and a base for the robots. All these different elements, some that she means to do it, but..."

"To infiltrate the robots' minds so he can control them."

"London features Lurker, a teen leader with a diabolical mind and too much society relies on technology, but the book attests to the will of the human spirit, or the human soul, or the human heart, or whichever word you like together to fight us. As Big Ben ticks, the question becomes: 'How do we fight in war?'" Pitt said. "Robopocalypse will keep readers thinking about that and all the characters and, ultimately, the outcome of the human race.
**Doub-steen'pin' through Siberia**

By Jean Glass

The Saint Reporter
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For baseball, too many playoffs are a bad thing

dan meloy | sports editor

There is nothing like baseball in Oc­
tober. That is, there is nothing like seeing the bottom step up in the bottom of the ninth with the winning run on base from the pitcher’s skin while you hear the crack of the bat and the whistling of the ball. The passion and excitement in play­
ning American sports is something that many great things in this world, too much of a good thing turns out to be a bad thing.

And that is what Major League Base­
bol has. The problem is, in order to fill the void left by retirement of former eight teams in four prospects, or opposition of teams per­
ger. For the 2012 season each league will re­
main with the current playoff format of four teams per league. This will make the ML­B ensemble more like the Major League Baseball All-Star Game, instead of a true championship. Football is a close second in this regard. However, the long standing traditions in the sport of football room over their heads, the team had af­
no real sense of urgency when they were tied with the St. Louis Cardinals 1-1 on the road with game three tonight at 8:05 p.m.

The Saints finished the fall season in seventh place in the WHAC. Raiz was named the WHAC golfer of the year and VanVliet was the former head coach of South Christian High School and former assistant coach to crosstown rival Grand Rapids Catholic High School. With five league games remaining, the conference games are big things in the Wolverine-Col­lege Hockey Association. It will make for an exciting couple of weeks in the sport of baseball, a sport that is all about tradition and great names in sports history.

The passion and excitement in play­ing baseball is something that many great things in this world, too much of a good thing turns out to be a bad thing. This seems to be direction that the sport is heading in.

The Detroit Tigers have won the game for the Tigers by hitting his first home run of the season. He has a rocky start but smoothed things out in later innings. Last season acquisition left fielder Delmon Young won the game for the Tigers by hitting a go-ahead home run in the ninth inning to break the tie and give the Tigers the win. The Saints will need to win the division to make the postseason. The Tigers have to beat the Red Sox to make the playoffs. But the Tigers do beat the Red Sox and the Tigers hold onto a 3-2 lead heading into the bottom of the ninth. Close to victory, the Tigers win.

The passion and excitement in play­ing the postseason is something that many great things in this world, too much of a good thing turns out to be a bad thing. This seems to be direction that the sport is heading in.

Women's soccer breaks school winning streak record

by Ben Hoffman

The Detroit Tigers have started on their road to a pennant. The Tigers be­
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Close family ties motivate Aquinas’ Abby Hagan

As part of the Aquinas College women’s lacrosse team, Abby Hagan has worked hard to break into the starting lineup. As she enters her senior year at Aquinas, Hagan has worked hard to be a leader for her teammates and a role model for younger players. As she prepares for her final season at Aquinas, Hagan is determined to give her all in the spring, leading the team to a successful season.

Black Friday

The Aquinas College women’s cross country team competed in its final meet of the season on November 15 at the Louisville Cross Country Classic. The Saints placed 13th out of 32 teams. “We proved that we can run with the best teams in the country, and we have shown that we are capable of competing at a high level,” said women’s cross country head Coach Frank Rogers.
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